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IT’S CLOUSER TIME

I

t’s next to impossible to design a Clouser Crayfish was immediately recnew fly and have it generally ac- ognized as “the pattern” for smallmouth bass. It’s still a stancepted as a must have patdard today and guess what
tern. Sure, we are bom— it also catches trout.
barded with an endless
stream of “new ties” - just
The world didn’t know it at
take a look through a stack
the time but Bob was alof fly fishing catalogs. But
ready developing another
when you really get down
new fly. With Bob’s introto it, most of these flies are
duction of the Clouser Minjust variations of old patnow, Lefty Kreh declared
terns.
They may create
“it’s the single-most effecsome short-lived buzz, but
tive underwater fly to be
Bob Clouser
in no time these patterns
developed in several decjust fade away or clutter up an already ades.” I would describe it as “deadly” overstuffed fly box.
especially on saltwater species.
When Bob Clouser entered the fly fishing scene thirty-some years ago, his

T
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Fly Fishing & Fly Tying Innovator Slated for Trout Show

A Pennsylvania legend Bob Clouser will
grace our stage and present his “Fly
Fishing Smorgasbord.” When I asked
Lefty last year who he would recommend to follow him at our show this
year he said, “Get Clouser, he’s the
funniest guy I know.” I am looking forward to meeting Bob and seeing his
presentation.
I have been fishing
Clouser Minnows for years.
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NOTES FROM THE PREZ

o continue our 30th year celebration, have we put together a Trout
Show for you! Save the date: Thursday, March 23rd. The annual Trout
Show is surely a sign of spring as is the
appearance of the little yellow stone
flies or the green stems of daffodils
showing through the leaves at the side
of the driveway.

Notes From The Prez

Of course all of our “trout elves” have
been diligently collecting and soliciting
prizes for the obscene number of raffles we hold. The number and selection of prizes that we have this year is
exceptional. We have had very good
participation by local vendors, so please
pay attention to those shops, outfitters
and individuals that have participated
so generously. They all need our support and we thank them for theirs. We
are continuing the “New Member” rod
raffle – only new members that sign up
at the show are eligible, making it the
best odds of any of our raffles. See the
poster in the center section of this issue for more information on the Trout
Show.
(Continued on page 2)

Celebrating 30 Years
Protecting and Enhancing
Chester County Trout Streams

NOTES FROM THE PREZ
(Continued from page 1)

Moving right along, I wanted to mention that the
2006 VFTU Fly Fishing School is scheduled for Sunday, May 21, 2006. The cost of the class is $50.00
for a full day of instruction that includes 3 meals and
guided fishing. This is the best deal on the planet!
And it’s a heck of a lot of fun. Last year we had several groups go through the school together
(husband/wife, father/son, father/daughter, girl
friends, etc.). The down side is that we can only accommodate 30 students and the class always fills
with a waiting list. My advice is—get your application in early (there’s an application on page 12.)
Thank you to everyone who participated in the Membership Survey. It has proved to be a very interesting and informative exercise. With the information
accumulated we plan to
develop some committees
to help us better manage
our membership resources.
At the February membership meeting, we will draw
for the survey prizes. If
you haven’t completed the
survey – time just got away or whatever – you can
still send in your information so we know what you
think. We really do value your input. The survey
form and instructions are in Winter 2006 Banknotes.
Environmental Update
We have a lot of irons in the fire. We are working
with the Great Valley Association to
assist them in putting together a
“position paper” for
he Valley Forge Chapter of stormwater manTrout Unlimited is dedicated agement for the
to preserving, protecting, and widening of the
restoring trout habitat throughout Pennsylvania TurnChester County, Pennsylvania.
pike through TreIts 647 member and affiliates are dyffrin Township.

Valley Forge
Trout Unlimited

T

engaged in the fight to preserve
our precious coldwater resources.
All similarly inclined persons are
invited to join.
Refer to the
membership application form
found in the back of this issue of

Banknotes.
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Our
Embrace-AStream Grant for
temperature monitoring on Valley
Creek is well underway.
Your
Board of Directors

authorized the purchase of some additional equipment
to provide a more complete information picture of temperature changes, movement and patterns. Rod and
Frank have also been in touch with other folks who are
doing temperature studies in an effort to share data
and learn from one another. See the VFTU website
www.valleyforgetu.org for an
initial look at some of the
data.
We have participated with
Open Land Conservancy in a
couple of work days and are
partnering with them on a
grant from the National Fish &
Wildlife Foundation for bank
stabilization of the southern bank in their Miller Preserve on Church Road. This area will look pretty disturbed for a while but it should not have any affect on
the stream life in that area. The purpose of the grant is
to pull back the high vertically eroded bank to form a
flood plain and sloped bank. There is no in-stream
work planned. We will be looking for volunteer planters
in the spring.
A special thank you to all of you who have participated
in the regular and special work days. Your efforts
count and are counted!
Also, I would personally like to thank those of you who
are our eyes and ears on the stream. I have had several calls and conversations with members who have
seen something disturbing (turbid or muddy water, cutting of vegetation along the stream, fish kills, etc.)
along our streams. In some cases we can do something about a situation. In some cases not. Be assured
that in all instances your report is taken seriously,
looked into and followed up. We work very hard at
this.
On the 28th of December there was a 16” water main
break in Valley Forge along Route 202 and Swedesford
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OWENS LIVING WATERS
STOPPING A RAILROAD

Twenty years ago, VFTU goes the distance with another corporate giant

S

ometimes those who care about what is happening to coldwater streams and their watersheds feel very small. Corporate and governmental
leaders get together to make decisions about development, taxes, poverty, the environment, and other
issues that affect the well being of each and all. Yet
sometimes it seems average citizens have little or no
access to the rooms in which such decisions are
made. When decisions are made in high places that
do not take the interests of common people and the
land into account, many lose hope.

Show, featuring Joe Humphreys, drew 400 persons,
cleared $1500, and recruited 61 new members, making the chapter the second largest one in Pennsylvania. Then shortly before fishing season the Pennsylvania Fish Commission announced that the flesh
of trout in Valley Creek were so contaminated with
PCB’s that they were no longer going to stock Valley.
The whole stream was put under a no-kill regulation.

onto the tracks of a railroad that was polluting Valley
Creek with PCB’s, and set in motion a process that
led to a cleanup. Powerful forces threatening to
sweep us away generate immense energy. When
somebody tries to “railroad” something over us, can
it be that these human generated winds might help
us save the land and water all life depends upon?
More than 20 years later we look back at what happened, and review the lessons it taught us.

Yet every time it rained, PCB’s were washing off the
site. Adhering to soil particles, they eventually
washed into Little Valley Creek and then into Valley
Creek. Once in the stream, the sediments settled
into the stream bottom where they were ingested by
insects, thus entering the food chain.

The PCB pollution was traced to the Paoli car shops
of Amtrak/SEPTA. Amtrak owned the property;
SEPTA, the South Eastern Pa. Regional Transportation Authority, op“Underwater Oz” Ostremsky recently
erated it. Investigations revealed
gave an amazing presentation
that as far back as the mid 1930s,
showing underwater videos of the
when the Pennsylvania Railroad
lives of trout. On the surface rapids
owned the site, PCB’s were careboiled with fast water, yet underlessly handled there. Evidence obneath the surface trout swam with
tained by both the DER(DEP) and
little effort, taking advantage of
EPA showed that the careless hanevery eddy and current to keep in
dling of PCB’s continued and had
place and “make a living!” Like the
been cause for legal action by both
hawk in the sky who uses strong
agencies. Neither was getting far.
winds to stay aloft and fly to her
Fines levied by the EPA were not
destination, trout in the stream
paid! Cleanup orders issued by the
know how to make heavy water
“How can this happen?”
DEP were appealed and ended up in
work for them.
what
appeared
to
be limbo.
Back in 1985 Valley Forge Trout Unlimited stepped

Tackle the Railroad?
We were having a wonderful spring.

The Trout

What could be done? When the Fish Commission
had prohibited removing fish from Valley Creek and
stopped stocking, we discovered an increase in wild
brown trout in Valley—throughout the watershed.
Those who fished the spring caddis hatch caught
quite a few fish, and some were really big! Maybe
what we should do is sit back, relax, and enjoy the
fishing.
Trout Unlimited’s goal, however, was stream conservation, preservation, and restoration. Could we sit
by, as others had done, and allow the pollution to
continue? If not, what could we do? We learned
(Continued on page 5)
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EL CHEAPO FLY TYER
KEEPING IT SIMPLE
The good, the bad, and the ugly—if you spend enough time on the water you’ll meet them all

T

here are literally tens of thousands of fly patterns, and choosing a fly selection can be bewildering for the beginner. Every fly angler has their
own pet patterns, either standardized classics, modifications of classics to suit local conditions, or their own
creations. New materials appear each year, and are
used to upgrade old favorites or create new patterns.
Since most trout flies cost less than two bucks, it can
be fairly easy to gradually put together a box containing dozens of different patterns for all possible situations. If you’re like me, one box becomes two, two
becomes three, and so on. Even after over forty
years of tying, I’ll still tie many of the new patterns
that I encounter in magazines. Most of these flies will
never see the water, and after being lugged around
for several seasons, they usually end
up being used as raffle prizes.
Ivanhoe
If you stay at this game long enough,
you will encounter anglers at the opposite end of the spectrum, who somehow manage to get by with only a
small handful of patterns. The late
Tom Ross was an early VFTU member
who fit this mold. Tom’s home water
were Valley Creek and Little Valley Creek, but he also
spent a lot of time on the limestoners of Cumberland
Valley. Letort legends Charlie Fox and Vince Marinaro
nicknamed him “Ivanhoe” due to his shoulder-length
blond hair. Tom fished a bamboo fly rod, but was a
bait fisherman at heart who was quite content drifting
half of a nightcrawler under the cut banks that are so
common on these clay bank streams. Later in the
season, though, his secret weapon was a Letort Hopper fished wet behind a split shot under the same

MAC DADE ABBOTT LLP
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
STATION SQUARE THREE
PAOLI, PA 19301-1321
610/647-8100
FAX/647-8177
email: jcsassa@macdadeabbott.com
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banks. He never mentioned
using any other patterns.
Cahill Cowboy
A Fly Fishing Only section
once existed on the West
Branch of Brandywine Creek,
just upstream of Hibernia
Park.
This sections had
really good and varied
hatches, was well stocked,
but due to the influence of
Icedale Lake, had thermal
problems. Most years you
could get six weeks of good fishing before the warming waters chased the trout to the
mouths of springs, but occasionally it
stayed cool enough to allow you to enjoy a really good Trico hatch in late
June. My late brother Gene began his
short fly fishing career here, and we
fished it together a lot for several seasons. Like most sections under special
regulations, this FFO had a few regulars that we ran into frequently. One
of these was Cowboy. Nicknamed for
his headgear, Cowboy lived in Montgomery County,
and it took him about an hour to get to the stream
from home, but it was his favorite place to fish. He
never killed a fish, but caught a slew of them fishing
two wet flies at a time. The two were always a Dark
Cahill and a Light Cahill. He showed me this fly box
one time, and it held about a dozen other non-Cahills
besides his pets. He said that they had been given to
him by other anglers over the years, but he never
used any of them. He liked the way they looked in his
box, though, so he hung onto them. Whether he was
catching many fish or not, Cowboy was always smiling
when we ran into each other. Whether it was the
smile of the blessedly innocent, or the very stoned,
was hard to tell, thought I leaned towards the former
as I got to know him.
One evening I was fishing the nice pool just downstream of the upper railroad crossing when Cowboy
came grinning down the bank and told me that he
had just caught his first double, a pair of rainbows. A
(Continued on page 12)
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OWEN OWENS
(Continued from page 3)

that to remove PCB’s from the stream system would
require stopping the continuing pollution from the
Paoli railroad yards, dredging up the silt in the bottom
of the stream, and removing fish and other life from
the stream (as fish and insects died, the PCB’s in their
flesh were being recycled).
In June 1985, our little group of Board members gathered, as we did each month, in the basement of the
Italian Social Club. We agreed that a complete
cleanup would destroy the life in the stream. Those
wild brown trout in Valley were surviving against all
odds, and we surely were not going to
do them in! What we could do was to
cut off the source of pollution. That
meant tackling the railroad!

courts.” (Banknotes, Summer, 1985, p. 4).
Dialogue is limited by the willingness to listen, speak,
and act on what is heard. When SEPTA refused to
respond to Joe’s letter and the DEP and EPA’s suits
continued to languish, it looked like we had to do
something. We did not have much money, but fortunately a volunteer stepped forward.
Ed Borden
agreed to undertake the case at no cost to the chapter for his services. We would have to pay costs of
expert witnesses, etc., but the chapter appeared to
have the resources to handle these expenses.
Joe Armstrong concluded his Banknotes article with a
call to action:
“Stopping the source of pollution will
not make the problem go away immediately. However, as long as PCB’s
continue to wash off the site, the problem will be perpetuated. It is our goal
to stop the source of pollution, and let
the stream clean itself up. If these polluters can be permitted to continue
flouting the law, how can others be
pursued? We feel we have to bring
this matter to a head.”

Dialogue

I remember those intense summer
meetings in 1985. It looked like we
might have to sue SEPTA. Some were
worried about what might happen to
us if we sued SEPTA. Could individual
board members be threatened with a
SLAPP suit? Would the chapter have
enough money to pay legal expenses?
Decision
Would something else bad happen to
Talk is not cheap, not when it led to a
us? As a young hawk contemplating
leaving his perch to fly into a high “A trust fund will be set up…” decision to do what we could to stop
PCB pollution. The Chapter voted to press cleanup of
wind, members feared what might happen.
the Paoli car shops, even if it meant a lawsuit against
As each spoke his mind, Joe Armstrong, reelected as Amtrak/SEPTA. Letters were sent to the railroad indichapter president, calmly chaired. When somebody is cating the probability of a lawsuit at the end of the
afraid and talks about how they feel, it is hard to lis- statutory waiting period if no cleanup was begun. We
ten. Fear of what might happen could stop us from received no response, not surprising since many other
doing anything. Yet as we listened and spoke, fearful railroad sites were also contaminated with PCB’s—a
feelings expressed in dialogue brought up realities we cleanup in Paoli could lead to demands that these
had to face. We learned new respect for each other.
sites too be dealt with. For whatever reason, our letEd Borden, an ex-EPA attorney, heard about VFTU’s ters went unanswered.
involvement with Valley Creek and offered his assis- Legal counsel on the state and national TU levels
tance. Ed knew the system and how to get things checked the merits of the case. Meanwhile we were
done with government agencies. He had answers to pleased to learn the DEP had reactivated their suit for
questions we were raising, and our fears began to dis- cleanup of the site. Finally on February 4, 1986, Edsolve. Joe Armstrong wrote:
ward F. Borden, Jr., our attorney at law, issued a

“We have written to SEPTA, with predictable results—
no reply. We will try shortly to set up a meeting with
them to discuss the matter, although we are not
overly optimistic of what might come from that. We
have written to DEP, asking them to pursue their
clean up order (dated June 28, 1979). If these actions fail, we may pursue the matter in the

news release that VFTU filed a lawsuit in federal court
in Philadelphia seeking a cleanup of PCB contamination at the Paoli Car Shop (Banknotes, Winter, 1986).
Not long after the suit was announced others also
sued SEPTA. Citizens who lived downhill from the railroad discovered that their homes were contaminated.
(Continued on page 13)
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BACKCASTS
Update on the East Branch of the Brandywine

I

The Fight to Save One of the Last Best Places in Chester County

can hear the drum beats; heavy and foreboding,
rumbling through the woodlands and fields of one
of the last best places. Doom, Doom, Doom. The
rumble drowns the waters, scatters the creatures,
breaks the rocks, shakes the trees. Doom, Doom,
Doom. The enemy has gathered his hoards. There
are spies within our midst. They are preparing the destruction. The world grows cold and darkness
emerges in the East. Soon, the yellow beasts will
crest the hill and this world as we know it, shall pass.

Four years ago, I wrote to you about the East Branch
of the Brandywine. This article is an update on the
watershed, the forces threatening it and the efforts
being made to protect it. First, consider the East
Branch. This surprising stream begins as a rivulet in
the farms and pastures of the Amish territory east of
Honeybrook, PA. As the stream flows southeast it
soon picks up the warm outflow of Struble Lake along
with its requisite Black Crappies and such. These upstream influences don’t favor a cold water fishery.
Have I recently emerged from the grasp of Tolkien’s Thankfully, near Route 82 the stream approaches
trilogy… again? Yes! Am I referring to Mordor, the some radical geology. In the igneous core of the Precambrian age “Honeybrook ComMines of Moria, or the pending deplex”, cold high quality tributaries
struction of Middle Earth? No! The
arise and enter the main stem
place I am referring to is real and
above and below the village of
nearby, familiar to some, virtually
Glenmoore. It is the Honeybrook
unknown to others, the watershed
Complex that gives Glenmoore and
of the East Branch of the Brandyits surrounding environs their
wine. Ok enough with the melounique character. Huge car size
drama. But making an analogy beboulders spill down the hillsides
tween Middle Earth and this area is
and numerous tiny springs and
not too far a stretch. Both the
“Bog Turtle” seeps issue from fisShire and Wallace Township where
sures in the bedrock. From GlenI live have a clear and beautiful waA Chester County Gem
moore
all the way down to Downter flowing through called the Braningtown,
the
Brandywine
courses clear and cool
dywine. Both are pastoral places with fields and forests and comfortable houses scattered up and down through a beautiful steep heavily forested valley.
their hillsides. Both are inhabited by a friendly, albeit With the flash and clatter of a Pileated Woodpecker
a bit nearsighted people who are focused on leading a overhead, hemlocks hugging the hillsides and a wild
comfortable and oblivious life. Both are threatened by brown trout on your line, you are very likely to forget
a growing and seemingly unstoppable force of change that you are in southeastern Pennsylvania. Oh yes,
and destruction. And within both, a small but coura- the trout. I must mention the trout.
Classic Trout Water

geous group is doing what they can to avert disaster.

The Pennsylvania Fish Commission stocks the Brandywine from just above Glenmoore all the way down to
Downingtown. Fishing for recently stocked rainbow
and brown trout is excellent between opening day and
the last days of May.
Because the Brandywine remains relatively cool during the hot summer months,
the Brandywine fishes well even into June and July
especially near cold tributaries. By fall, there are still
plenty of holdover trout to make fishing worthwhile.
The Fish Commission maintains a Delayed Harvest
Artificial Lures Only Section between Dorlans Mill Road
and Dowlin Forge Road allowing year round trout an(Continued on page 10)
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PREZ NOTES
(Continued from page 2)

Road west of Valley Forge Road. Most of the killing sediment and chlorinated water went toward Trout Creek.
But when the inlets fouled and clogged with debris, the
flow went the other way toward Wilson Run and eventually Valley Creek. Valley Creek ran chocolate brown a
good portion of the day and chlorine levels were measured at three times that necessary to kill trout just upstream from the confluence with Valley on Wilson Run.
Downstream from Wilson Run we had counted 15 redds
on the 5th of December. The viability of those redds has
been seriously jeopardized by yet another Valley Creek
watershed, Aqua Pennsylvania water main break. This is
the company that is spending millions on infrastructure
but is also killing Valley Creek. Our fish are stressed
enough without Aqua Pennsylvania pounding in the last
nails into their collective coffin. It took them over 6
hours to turn off the water. SIX HOURS!

If you see a spill or fish kill, call us…
Call any of your officers
or board members
(see the inside back cover of

Banknotes)

We’ve Got It!

Fish Kills, Illegal Fishing & Poaching:

Lastly, on a brighter note I received word this week that
the William Penn Foundation has approved our grant request made through the Chester County Conservation
District and the Valley Creek Restoration Partnership for
the next stage in our Crabby Creek initiative. This grant
award was for a whopping $403,000.00.
Congratulations to everyone involved this
will be a tremendous step forward. I will
provide more details in our next issue.

PA Fish & Boat Commission,
Regional Law Enforcement Manager,
Southeast,

Bye for now – I hope to see you all at the
Trout Show.

Pete Goodman

It’s Clouser Time

Jeffery S. Bridi:
717-626-0228
Water Quality & Pollution:
PA Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP)
Office Hours (8:00am to 4:30 pm), call
484-250-5991
After hours emergencies, call
484-250-5900
Two other ways to file a complaint:

(Continued from page 1)

Several years back, I was very fortunate to float the Susquehanna with my dad, Bob and his son Bobby. Needless
to say, those trips were very special to me. The Clousers
are not only expert fly fishing guides—they’re very willing
to share their vast knowledge and experience. For Bob,
it’s giving something back to the sport that has given them
so much.
So mark your calendars and join us at the Trout Show.
You’ll meet a fly fishing legend and help save Chester
County trout streams.

Tom Prusak
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Who Ya Gonna Call?
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1. 1-866-255-5158 the new DEP toll-free citizen complaint line - Hit #1 - the call is
then directed to 484-250-5991
2. www.dep.state.pa.uscomplaint_form.htm

Erosion and Sedimentation Issues:
Chester County Conservation District:

610-696-5126
Well & Septic Issues:
Chester County Health Department

610-344-6225
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ANDY LEITZINGER’S
(Continued from page 6)

gling. Another unique phenomenon is the fact that in
this day and age of posted land and corporate private
fishing clubs, most of the Brandywine is open to fishing. But the most promising development of recent
years is the appearance of wild brown trout in the
section between Glenmoore and Reed’s Road. Wild
browns have inhabited several of the larger tributaries
of the Brandywine for some time. But for whatever
reasons, including the Clean Water Act and the maturation of second growth timber, the quality and temperature of the Brandywine have improved dramatically. Jim Clark remembers the days when the Brandy-

wine stunk, literally. No more. On a recent fishing trip
to the Brandywine I hooked 12 trout in a couple of
hours of fishing, four of which were sub-legal wild
browns. On another day, I hooked and released a
gorgeous 13-inch wild brown on a CK nymph.
The Enemy is Upstream
Here’s where the rosy picture becomes dimmer, because all is not well in Hobbiton. Put simply, huge
mega-developments threaten the balance. You don’t
have to look far to see what I mean. Take a drive
north through Eagle on Route 100 up to Route 401
and view the various “Reserves” which have sprung
up in the last two years and you will know. With the
“build-out” of the Route 100 corridor, the developers
have their eye set to the west on the Townships of
Wallace, West Brandywine, East Nantmeal and West
Nantmeal. Specifically, large properties are sought
after and bought from farmers or elderly landowners.
In an industry where size matters, their tactic is to
attempt to stuff as many houses in as is feasibly possible given the local zoning ordinance. Another tactic
is for the developers to encourage and support like
minded individuals to run for Township Supervisor in
an effort to grease the skids for their plans. Finally,
there is an unholy alliance between the developers,
their “plants” on the Boards of Supervisors and large
water supply interests whose aim is to mine the local
water resources and create public water systems, thus
opening up more area for development.
WWW.VALLEYFORGETU.ORG

Wallace presents a prime example of this dynamic.
For example, the Hankin Group plans to squash nearly
700 homes into a tract of farmland and forests on the
northern bank of the Brandywine in the heart of the
Honeybrook Complex at about the spot where the
stream gains its cold water character. The tract is
laced with two high quality cold water tributaries and
bisected by a huge expanse of diverse woodlands,
steep slopes, hillside springs and emergent wetlands.
Turkeys, Pileated Woodpeckers, Coopers Hawks, Bog
and Box Turtles and even Coyotes have been observed in the tract. The tributaries are full of macro
invertebrates including mayflies, several species of
salamander, red sided dace and the occasional trout
near the Brandywine.
It is the sheer size of the Hankin Project that threatens the integrity of the Brandywine. Over 180,000
gallons of groundwater per day will be pumped from
the ground from a series of production wells. Pump
tests have shown that springs supporting the wetlands harboring Bog Turtles may dry up within 60
days of pumping. Another very real problem is managing the large amounts of sediment and storm water
runoff during and after construction. And finally, the
project requires that a huge amount of domestic sewage effluent will need to be discharged into the
ground through drip irrigation. Drip irrigation can be a
very good thing, but it is the size of the application
and the potential for failure that is the problem here.
And remember this is just one development of many
that are proposed in the area.
Zoning Out
The good news is that over the years Wallace Township has crafted award-winning zoning ordinance
which requires the set-aside of large portions of a developed tract, meaning the forest portions, steep
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(Continued from page 10)

slopes and wetlands will be managed open space going into the future. The bad news is that the ordinance contains a sort of loop-hole which allows very
high density development in the remaining portions.
One ray of hope in this story is a dedicated group of
townsfolk who have volunteered to help the Township
mitigate these environmental threats. An outgoing
supervisor had the foresight to create an Environmental Advisory Committee or EAC on which I serve.
The EAC advises the Planning Commission and Board
of Supervisors regarding the potential environmental
problems posed by planned developments. Wallace is
fortunate to have dedicated community organizers,
two hydrogeologists and a wetlands scientist on their
EAC. Needless to say, the group is qualified to take
the developers to task on very subtle but important
details in the planning process. Finally, a coalition of
groups including members of the Board of Supervisors, the Brandywine Conservancy and concerned citizens were successful at stopping Suburban Water
Company’s (Aqua America) plans to use the Cornog
Quarry in a scheme to mine water from the Brandywine and sell the water.
Does this mean the Brandywine is safe from degradation? Far from it! I predict that the Brandywine will
be threatened by the cumulative impacts of multiple
developments currently on the books or yet to be proposed. Other townships in the watershed are generally more development-friendly and the townspeople
less engaged than in
Wallace.
What can be done?
First, like minded communities and conservation groups must join
forces. Luckily, under
a grant from the Pennsylvania Department of
Conservation
and
Natural Resources, a
project was initiated by
the Brandywine Conservancy to develop a
Watershed Conservation Plan for the East
Branch. A Steering
Committee was formed
which includes Chester
County, Downingtown
11

Water Authority, seven townships, the Brandywine
Trout and Conservation Club and others. In 2004 the
Steering Committee came out with 12 key recommendations. The next challenge is trying to implement the
recommendation throughout the watershed and
across municipal and political boundaries. Studies are
currently underway which may result in the data necessary to support the upgrade of the stream or its
major tributaries to Exceptional Value. Those efforts
need to continue. Second, a broader coalition needs
to be formed to garner strength in numbers and public support when facing the threats yet to come. To

that end, I believe Trout Unlimited needs to get engaged in this fight and bring other long-term allies
into the effort. Finally, ordinary citizens need to get

involved in local government and politics, attend Supervisors and Planning Commission meetings; join or
form an EAC, find out what is happening and influence the outcome on a local level.
On the Horizon

The story of Wallace continues to develop. The most
recent election resulted in an inexperienced prodevelopment candidate ousting an experienced proconservation Supervisor using a tax revolt platform
which works well in this township. If the trend continues, one more election cycle could result in a prodevelopment majority on the three-member Board. At
that point, all is up for grabs. The ordinance could be
weakened, water mining may be supported and the
EAC could be dissolved with one vote. Game over.
Regardless of the future political landscape, the development will come and Wallace and the
Brandywine will be impacted. My hope
however is that the worst case scenario
will not be realized, that our meager
forces will join and diligently resist the
strain, that our eyes will remain open and
that this little piece of the world, one of
the last best places in Chester County, will
not pass from this earth.
Andy Leitzinger
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EL CHEAPO
(Continued from page 4)

little later, Gene and I were getting ready to leave
when Cowboy met us back at the parking area, but he
wasn’t smiling. He was soaked from head to toe,
though, and told us that while fishing the I-beam hole
he had hung his point fly on some brush on the other
side of the stream, and in the process of retrieving it,
had wound up falling in. The soaking wasn’t what
bothered him. What did was that he was halfway
back to the car when he realized that his snuff can
had disintegrated, leaving his vest looking like he had
brewed up a big old pot of military coffee through his
breast pocket. By the time Gene and I managed to
stop laughing, Cowboy was laughing with us, and we
gave him enough Copenhagen to get him home.
Another regular was the polar opposite of Cowboy.
Short and round, this guy killed every trout he caught,
allegedly on one streamer, but he wouldn’t say which
one. In fact, he rarely spoke at all, and acted like he
didn’t like anyone watching him fish. He always
parked his hatchback in the same place, and it was
always a letdown to see it parked there when we arrived at the stream. Pork chop’s vest carried patches
from every fishing club and tackle manufacturer
known to man, but catch and release just wasn’t in
him. The daily bag limit on FFO’s in those day was
five fish, so his usual routine was to limit out there,
roll down his car windows and deposit his fish there,
then scurry across the road to the open area and fill
out his limit of eight. One hot Memorial Day morning I
saw him heading up the tracks with his five victims
bouncing along behind him on a chain stringer. When
I got back to the truck, his fish were arrayed in the
back of his vehicle for all to see, and he had already
headed up the creek to the open area. When Gene
got back, I told him that we better get a move on.
When he asked me what my hurry was, I just pointed
to the Porkmobile. Some ornery devil had rolled his
windows back up, his five fish now resembled spotted
blowfish, fins erect, eyes bulging, and I, for one, didn’t
want to be there when they, or Pork Chop, exploded.
We bailed.
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2006 VFTU Fly Fishing School
Sunday May 21, 2006
Note: You must supply your own equipment
Questions?
Call Dave Macaleer at (610) 942-4254
or
Ed Penry at (610) 692-6382
Number of adults @ $50 each:
________
*Number under age 16 @ $25 each: _______

*Must be accompanied by a paying adult

TOTAL ENCLOSED: $____________
Refunds made only if cancellation received before May 1st

Pork Chop

Due to landowner posting, this FFO
failed to exist a year later. I don’t miss
watching Pork Chop trying to do two
railroad ties at a time with his short little
legs, but I still wonder if Cowboy found
another stream worthy of his pair of
Cahills.

FLY FISHING SCHOOL
APPLICATION

Make check payable to VFTU
and mail application to:

VFTU FFS
P. O. Box 1356
West Chester, PA 19380
Name:
Address:
Phone:

Zip:
E-Mail:

Name:
Address:
Phone:

Zip:
E-Mail:

Name:
Address:
Phone:

Zip:
E-Mail:

Name:
Address:
Phone:

Zip:
E-Mail:

Please use separate sheet of paper if necessary

Jim Clark
SPRING 2006
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LIVING WATERS

Valley Creek Workdays
Yes we do have monthly workdays!

(Continued from page 5)

They began to put two and two together, and realized
miscarriages, birth defects and other health problems
might have something to do with poisonous PCB’s on
their property. Businesses saw property values declining and also filed suit. Residents staged demonstrations calling for public action. Senator Heinz and Congressman Schultz came to learn what was going on
and listen to local concerns. Suddenly the EPA and
DEP began to pursue their suits against the railroads
more vigorously.
Cleaning Up Paoli
The Valley Forge Trout Unlimited suit of SEPTA
dropped into the background, though it continued to
grind on in court. By June 1987, the discovery stage
in the legal process began to gather facts from both
sides to determine if adequate evidence existed to
move further. People who fished Valley Creek were
catching and releasing whopper trout.
Meanwhile the EPA designated the Paoli Car Yards as a
superfund site. When a problem is acknowledged
publicly, it became possible to study it. The EPA’s
studies showed that PCB’s had not only contaminated
tracks and downhill properties, as well as the stream
and its trout, but also were poisoning those who used
the busy Paoli commuter station. PCB’s were discovered everywhere: on floors and smeared on telephones. They had been tracked into hundreds of
houses throughout the area.
In the summer of 1987 site cleanup started, and in
1988 moved into high gear. Houses downhill from the
site were covered with plastic up to the second story.
Contaminated soils were removed from the affected
area. Barriers were placed around the yard to end
contamination. The goal of the lawsuit begun three
years before had been realized—PCB’s were no longer
contaminating Valley Creek.
We then received an unexpected dividend. The poster
for the 1988 Trout Show pictures George Washington
holding up a check for $43,750. Around him are chap-

When
Saturdays following our General
Meetings
nd
(2 Saturday of each month)
Where
Details provided at our general meetings
or contact either Rod or our Prez
Why
We are committed to protecting and preserving
Valley Creek - it’s also a great way to meet your
fellow chapter members
Want to Help?
Call Rod Horton @ 610-666-6167

ter members with big smiles on their faces. The funds
were placed in a special trust fund and income from
that fund (enlarged by a subsequent additional Conrail
check) has been used ever since to further coldwater
resource work within 50 miles of Valley Forge National
Park.
Conclusion
The VFTU SEPTA suit was for a cleanup, not for damages. We never expected that money would come
back to us from the lawsuit, but it did. These funds
which we placed in trust gave us financial backing to
deal with the larger and larger problems facing the
streams and watersheds of Chester County.
Again and again those with money and power have
tried to “railroad” plans they wanted, no matter what
happened to Valley Creek and its amazing wild trout.
With each threat new volunteers joined the chapter,
and new faces were seen at township meetings of the
“fish people,” as they called us.
Not every young bird that leaps from its perch flies—a
few fall to the ground. Not every young trout survives
a heavy flood. Not every well-intentioned decision to
protect land and water and livings beings achieves its
aim. Yet winds from an enemy sky not only have
power to destroy, but also can drive us toward our
destination. The SEPTA suit shows that
when we decide to do what is right,
miracles do happen!

Owen Owens
13
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VFTU TIMELINE
1983—1986
As documented in “Living Waters: How to Save Your Local Stream” (Rutgers Univ. Pr., 1993)
1983 March

1983

PA DER (DEP) told anglers of Valley Creek that meat from brown trout stocked the previous year was
found to contain PCB’s. Native trout collected from the south branch of Valley Creek, Little Valley,
were found to contain even higher levels.
Cartoons by Carl Dusinberre were appearing in Banknotes

1983 March

The spring fundraiser netted over $1,700.00 – 192 members

1983

By 1983 an estimated 2,500 hours had been invested in restoration work. Nearly 150,000 trout eggs
had been planted over 5 years.
The Chapter received a “Project Restore” grant of $1,000.00 from National TU

1983 May
1983
1984

Mitsie Toland, Open Land Conservancy and John Renshaw, board member VFTU began a fight to
preserve a small tributary to Little Valley Creek called Little Crabby Creek.
Penn State professor Bob Bachman gave a presentation on Trout Behavior. Membership increased to
227 making VFTU the second largest chapter in PA

1984

Fly Fishing School drew 34 students

1984

Workdays and restoration projects proceeded in high gear. 100 tons of stone used.

1984

Chapter was in the process of upgrading designation for West Valley Creek

1984

Chapter took the first steps in seeking upgrade in water quality classification for Valley Creek

1984 November

VFTU hosted 1st Banquet – 110 people – profit of $2,200.00.

1985

A board member checking the Christmas tree deflectors noticed oil on the water and traced it to a
sewage pumping station operated by West Whiteland Township.

1985

DEP finally upgraded West Valley Creek from “Trout Stocking Fishery” to “Coldwater Fishery” – noted
in local press. This culminated a 3 year effort by Pete Dodds, Chapter VP who handled the project.

1985

1985 May

Spring Trout Show featured Joe Humphreys, noted PA Angler – nearly 400 attended – raised over
$1,500.00 and added 61 new members.
Chapter won a National TU funding grant for stream restoration and educational presentations of
$2,000.00
Just before Trout Season opened the PA Fish Commission announced that it would no longer stock
Valley Creek because it was too contaminated with PCB’s.
1985 Fly Fishing School drew 42 enrollees (had to turn down 20 others for lack of space)

1985 September

100 brown trout were killed due to a broken drinking water line.

1985

The PA Council of TU voted VFTU Best Chapter, Joe Armstrong received the award as outstanding TU
Member Conservationist of 1985.
PCB’s Paoli Yard – wrote SEPTA management – no reply, tried to meet they would not. Wrote DEP to
pursue its clean up order of June 28, 1979. More letters in mid summer to EPA and PA DEP.

1985 March

1985
1986 February
1986
1986
1986 September

“News Release” VFTU filed suit last Thursday in Federal Court in Philadelphia seeking clean up of PCB
contamination at the Paoli Car Shop.
Trout Show – Featured Lefty Kreh, Baltimore newspaper columnist. Attendance: 350, over $1,000.00
raised, 20 new members.
Others joined the lawsuit on PCB’s – private citizens and businesses.
West Valley Creek annual electrofishing survey – about double the number of trout were counted in
the restoration section: twice the number of wild fish, twice the number of keeper size fish and twice
the number of wild fish of keeper size. 68 trout reported of which 34 were stream bred wild trout.
Mike Kauffman regional biologist for PA Fish Commission said it was the best stream restoration
project he had ever seen.
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VFTU Officers & Board of Directors
OFFICERS

Robin Freisem
1000 Caln Meeting House Rd
Coatesville, PA 19320
610-466-0341
rfreisem@comcast.net

Environmental Chairman

President
Pete Goodman
2194 Valley Hill Rd.
Malvern, PA 19355
610-827-7619
peteg@bee.net
Vice President, Internal Affairs
Andy Pancoast
912 Deer Road
Bryn Mawr, PA 19010
610-496-3959
awpancoast@hotmail.com
Vice President, External Affairs
Karl Heine
152 Weeden Ct.
West Chester, PA 19380
610-363-7238
Secretary
Bob Jones
1323 Spellman Dr.
Downingtown, PA 19335
610-466-0108
bobjfurniture@comcast.net

Joe Armstrong
450 Lucky Hill Rd.
West Chester, PA 19380
610-436-6080

Jerry Brumfield
2054 Virginia Avenue
Parkesburg, PA 19365
610-857-4775
flyreeldots@yahoo.com

Membership Chairman
Jim Ferrier
204 Jacqueline Dr.
West Chester, PA 19382
610-436-4232

BOARD MEMBERS
John Johnson
1085 Harmony Hill Rd.
Downingtown, PA 19335
610-873-9062
Jim Leonard
1778 Lenape-Unionville Rd.
West Chester, PA 19382
610-793-1706
jamesmleonard@hotmail.com

Treasurer

Dave Macaleer
21 Arrowpoint Dr.
Glenmoore, PA 19343
610-942-4254
davenlynda@chesco.com

Rod Horton
1037 Shearwater Dr.
Audubon, PA 19403
610-666-6167
horton_rl@verizon.net

Owen Owens
1403 Carroll Brown Way
West Chester, PA 19382
610-399-1294
IreneOwen@aol.com

Jim Nelson
424 Vineyard Lane
Downingtown, PA 19335
610-458-5065
bnelson010@comcast..net
Frank Donohoe
17 Amy Lane
Malvern, PA 19355
610-993-9831
Donohoes@netreach.net

Banknotes
Editor
Tom Prusak
37 Christiana Pike
Christiana, PA 17509
610-593-2365
missey@epix.net
Business Manager
Jim Ferrier
610-436-4232
Advertising Manager
Charlie Griffen
610-594-0648
Layout & Graphics
Tom Prusak
Artist & Cartoonist
Carl Dusinberre
TU Websites

www.tu.org
www.valleyforgetu.org
Send changes of
address to:
VFTU

PO Box 1356
West Chester, PA 19380

Valley Forge Trout Unlimited Membership Application
YES! Please begin my one-year membership in Trout Unlimited. Please select membership category:
I understand my dues payment entitles me to all regular member*
Introductory
$17.50
ship benefits including a personal membership card and quarterly
Special
issues of Trout magazine. VFTU members also receive our quarterly
Regular
$35
Benefits
newsletter Banknotes.
Family/Contributor
$50
for these
Name
__________________________________________________________
Membership
Sponsor
$100
Address __________________________________________________________
Categories!
*Business
$200
*
__________________________________________________________
Conservator
$250
__________________________________________________________
*Individual Life
$1000 (no further dues)
City
__________________________________________________________
*Family Life
$1100 (no further dues)
State
__________________________________________________________
Youth/Student
$20
(under 18)
Phone _________ - ___________________________
Senior
$20
(62 and older)
Email
________________________________________

Payment enclosed:

Chapter #290 Valley Forge, PA

(Make checks payable to Trout Unlimited)
Trout Unlimited is incorporated as a 501(c) non-profit, educational,
charitable organization and all monetary and property donations are
tax deductible to the extent allowed by law.

VISA/MasterCard# _____________________________ Exp Date ______
Signature ______________________________________________________

Cut out and mail to: VFTU, P.O. Box 1356, West Chester, PA 19380
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VFTU GENERAL MEETINGS
Fairfield Inn—Lionville
Just north of Exton on Rt. 100
General Meetings are held the 2nd
Thursday of each month
7:30 PM
September thru May

UR e !
er
Th

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
March 23rd

Trout Show 2006

BOB CLOUSER!
April 13th

Bill Diana—Spring Creek Fishing
May 11th

Election of Officers

VFTU
PO Box 1356
West Chester, PA 19380
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